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“I made this painting while I was reading a book
on Buddhism, 'Siddhartha', written by Hermann Hesse.
Words of Gautam Buddha have always inspired me, so
in the passion of Buddha I made this painting”
-By Simran Gupta (PGDM – Semester 2)
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Editor’s
Note

Socialist politician Milada Horakova once wrote to
her daughter from her prison cell that it is important
to read 'everything valuable'. But are we all equally
aware of what is valuable?
We are practically enveloped by data and facts. There
is so much in print that we wish to read, but is it
possible to read so much? The sense of being
overwhelmed gets magni ed with every passing
day. Some information aﬀects us more than others
and we keep searching for similar stuﬀ in print. Some
works hit us harder than others and we carry them
with us for the rest of our lives. Of course, there are so
many printed materials that we come across, ip
through the pages, occasionally try to understand
the gist by scanning through the paragraphs and do
not remember anything later even if you punch us
with cues.
To understand what is valuable to read, you need to
gure out what brings value to you. We are bound by
the unavoidable limits of time. While we should read
everything that is valuable, there has to be a
coherent if not de ned scope of value. If you read to
get entertained or to utilize free hours, you need not
look out for life-changing materials. If you believe
you would pick up books that will make some
diﬀerence in your worldview for the better, you
might prepare yourself to understand how to read
between the lines and come back to the relevant
pages again and again. Let us munch through

reading materials a little more sel shly.
Reading without a clear sense of purpose often adds
to frustration, and clutter. Our time and capacity is
limited, and we will never be able to read all that we
wish to. Accepting this reality then leads to selecting,
with ruthless self discipline, the material that adds
the most to our chosen objective in terms of positive
input. Reading must be accompanied by a conscious
distance from what cannot, and need not be read.
Purposeful and informed reading bring a sense of
satisfaction and growth. Read as much as you can,
but be ever more conscious about what you do not
read, and why.

- Srotaswini Bhowmick

INITIATION OF FLY Program
By- Priyanshi Srivastava, PGDM Sem II , UWSB

UnitedWorld School of Business, Karnavati
University organised a two-day workshop to
enhance the leadership skills and innovative
mindset among the students of PGDM ( Semester -2)

as to how to come out of their comfort zone and
discover the leader within themselves with the help
of 5 pillars, so that India can match the pace of the
innovation in rest of the world.
This initiative was taken by IIT-Gandhinagar, which
selected UWSB as the rst B-School to conduct the
FLY (Find the Leader in You) Program 2019.
Facilitators from CMI-IIT - Ms. Uma Oza, Ms. Pavani,
Ms Viraj, Ms. Nandini, and Ms. Vidhi - visited the KU
campus and shared their knowledge and experience
with the students. The facilitators trained the
students on the skills ranging from
Conscientiousness, Problem Solving, Perseverance,
and Innovativeness to taking initiatives. Classroom
exercises helped the students to get a clear idea on
how all of these skills are applied in everyday life.
Students participated actively in each activity and
gained operational knowledge of each skills.

in association with CMI (The Competitiveness
Mindset Initiative) on 27th and 28th March, 2019.
The idea behind the workshop was to teach students

On the last day students were assigned mandatory
projects in order to successfully qualify in the
program and receive certi cates and prizes from
CMI, IIT Gandhinagar.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Round the Clock
BBA Semester – II, IV and VI
15th April – 17th April 2019

UWSB successfully conducted the Round the Clock
(Night Classes) for BBA students (Semester II, IV and
VI). The classes were conducted for two nights from
9:00 PM to 5:00 AM. Despite the odd timings, the
enthusiasm of the students was least aﬀected. The

Director with a team of students who were part of
the company's sales, marketing, production, and

students participated in huge numbers with
unparalleled enthusiasm. The chorus chant of
conducting such classes again and the satis ed faces
of our BBA students bear testimony to the success of
the event.
Highlights of the event:
Gami cation – Business Pundit
The Business simulation exercise was the agship
event of our Night Class. The exercise was one of its
kinds and was being conducted for the rst time in
any Business School in Gujarat.
The basic philosophy behind Gami cation exercise is
that Business learning works best with the ideology
of experiential learning. Each student was engaged
in activity of running a company created by them.
This Company was headed by a student Managing

nance department. Result of each action of every
department was re ected by change in Cash Flow
which was displayed live on the screen. The live
feedback on their decisions gave the students a
avor of core Business Functions and its challenges.
Our future Business Tycoons took time to establish
rules and take creative business decisions in a
dynamic environment.

The other exercises conducted during the event
were Business Quiz by UWSB faculties and the
Critical Thinking/Decision Making Exercise by Jolly
Ma'am (external Faculty). The students also learnt
and discussed Management lessons from the movie
“Rocket Singh”.

Talent Night
Apart from the interactive
sessions, the students also got a
platform to showcase their
talents on the nal night. Many
students, who had not
previously nominated
themselves for the talent show,
got motivated from their peers
and participated impromptu
and entertained everyone
present in the class..

“UWSB ka Tempo High Hai”

Summer Internship
season at UWSB
By- Amar Gandhi, Sr. Manager Corporate Relations, UWSB

Voila! The much awaited Summer Internship
program is about to start for PGDM students.
Students' excitement and expectations are at its
peak.
But why is it that a 'Summer Internship Project' is
much pressed upon by management education
institutions or for that matter any institutions
imparting professional courses?
Providing corporate exposure to students of such
courses is an integral part of the curriculum. At
Unitedworld School of Business, the much awaited
Summer Internship Program (SIP) will commence
soon. Come May, and students will hit the market
and get an opportunity to put in practice the
management concepts which they have learnt in the
classroom, and explore areas of their interest which
can help them to jumpstart their career.
The curriculum is so designed that SIP starts after
rst year of PGDM program. It provides a platform to

our students to implement and experience the
management concepts they have learned so far, in
real business scenario. It also helps students to
experiment with their interest areas, and understand
their strengths and weaknesses which prepare them
to choose specialized electives in the nal year. This
experience also enables the students to make a
better career choice when it comes to Final
Placements.
Importance of SIP
1) Introspection
We come across many rst year students who fancy
diﬀerent pro les in Marketing, Finance or HR based
on the narratives given by senior students or other
acquaintances. But they fail to evaluate the skill-sets
required for that particular job pro le and industry.

SIP oﬀers an opportunity to students to work closely
with professionals and realize their own potential
and skills, which generally are untested till then. It
helps them to reconsider their specialization choice
and even career choice. We see a lot of students who
are initially inclined towards opting for Marketing
and later choose Finance/HR or vice versa.
2) Pre-Placement Oﬀers (PPO)
Students proving their mettle during SIP stand a
better chance of getting a PPO. PPO helps students
to secure a job well in advance of the Final Placement
Program. It is common to see erce competition
during these drives, since a large pool of students
compete for a hand-full of jobs oﬀered by a
particular company. A PPO enables a student to be
free from this highly stressful activity and
concentrate his/her energy on academics.
3) Industry Feedback
SIP enables the Placement Team to showcase the
quality of students to the corporate world. A good
feedback mechanism helps institute to design and
groom students based on such feedbacks and
prepare them in tune with the industry expectations.
Apart from the above mentioned reasons, there are a
couple of other factors too which make SIP
important.
It is a win-win situation for both students and
companies. Companies get a chance to test an intern
and nd a potential full-time hires. A student needs
to convince them that they are a good t for the
organization not just for 2-3 months of internship,
but for a longer period of full time employment.
Since an intern has already understood the culture
and processes of the company, it becomes easier for
t h e co m p a ny to o ﬀe r h i m / h e r a f u l l - t i m e

employment if the interns meet their expectations.
Unitedworld S chool of Business has been
successfully working towards meeting all the above
stated objectives. Assistance for nding a good SIP is
provided with full enthusiasm and vigor as Final
Placement. Our students are given ample number of
opportunities, wherein students can apply in the
eld of their choice. Preference is given to industries
which are in high-growth trajectory viz. FMCG,
Financial services, E-commerce, Manufacturing, Real
Estate, etc.
We at Unitedworld believe in the proverb apt from
the student's point of view:
“You are the potter, I am the clay. We will take a shape
you want us to mould into!”

